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"Adagio" from Sonata I  
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

"Vivace" from Concerto for two Violins
Janay Harris, violin
Janay Harris is a student of Laraine Kaizer-Viazovtsev.

Steal Me Sweet Theif  
Gian Carlo Menotti (1911-2007)

Isabella Ivy, soprano
George Ivy, piano
Isabella Ivy is a student of Alfonse Anderson.

Vorrei di te fidarmi  
Vincenzo Righini (1756-1812)

Lindsey Jamieson, soprano
Nancy Porter, piano
Lindsey Jamieson is a student of Michelle Latour.

Obra mai fu from Serse  
George Frideric Handel (1685-1759)

Randy Hughes, baritone
Nancy Porter, piano
Randy Hughes is a student of Tod Fitzpatrick.

Die Forelle  
Franz Schubert (1797-1828)

Jonathan Mancheni, tenor
Shane Jensen, piano
Jonathan Mancheni is a student of Alfonse Anderson.

Porgi Amour  
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)

Ava Thibodeau, soprano
Valeria Ore, piano
Ava Thibodeau is a student of Arsenia Brickley.
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